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Foreword
Improved efficiency can help businesses to make a profit. One of the most time-consuming activities
for beekeepers is to find and replace old queens with new ones. This activity is usually performed
every one to two years and can take up to an hour per hive. The goal of this project was to identify a
pheromone that would attract a queen into a mechanical trap, making the task more efficient and
potentially saving beekeepers hundreds of hours of labour per year.
After an exhaustive search for candidate queen attractants, using bioassays carried out in Petri dishes,
this project identified that extracts of newly-polished brood frames can be highly attractive to queens –
so much so that some queens actually lay on the extracts. Prototype mechanical traps have been
developed for mass production. However, the researchers have been unable to attract queens into these
traps. Therefore, the idea of a pheromone trap for queen bees remains at concept stage. Nonetheless,
the concept is promising, and two companies have expressed interest in further development.
This report for the AgriFutures Honey Bee and Pollination RD&E Program is an addition to
AgriFutures Australia’s diverse range of research publications. It forms part of our Growing
Profitability Arena, which aims to enhance the profitability and sustainability of our levied rural
industries, regional communities and the broader Australian economy.
Most of AgriFutures Australia’s publications are available for viewing, free download or purchase
online at www.agrifutures.com.au.

John Smith
General Manager, Research
AgriFutures Australia
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Executive summary
What the report is about
One of the most time-consuming tasks in beekeeping is locating queen bees. Most beekeepers replace
queens every one to two years to ensure that their colonies remain strong, productive and docile. The
old queen must be removed before the new queen is introduced. Finding a single queen in a colony of
tens of thousands of workers may take anywhere from a few minutes to an hour. This project
investigated the feasibility of developing a pheromone trap to attract and catch queens. For commercial
beekeepers running 1,000 hives, an efficient trap could save tens of thousands of dollars per year in
labour costs. Beginner beekeepers would also find the requeening task much more straightforward.
Who is the report targeted at?
This report is targeted at AgriFutures Australia, the Australian Honey Bee Industry Council,
beekeepers and potential commercial partners.
Where are the relevant industries located in Australia?
There are more than 13,000 registered beekeepers and 448,000 beehives in Australia (van Dijk et al,
2016). New South Wales has the largest proportion of beekeepers (32%), followed by Victoria (23%),
Queensland (21%), South Australia (9%), Western Australia (13%) and Tasmania (1%). The value of
agricultural production generated in Australia as a result of honey bee pollination is estimated to be
between $4 billion and $6 billion per annum, while the production value of honey, beeswax and
propolis is estimated at $101 million. Beekeepers will benefit financially from the invention of a queen
bee trap, as it will reduce the search time for queens, resulting in decreased labour costs.
Background
Australian honey is recognised as being ‘clean and green’ and commands a price premium.
Nevertheless, domestically produced honey must compete on price with honey produced
internationally, in both domestic and export markets. Labour-saving devices have the potential to
reduce the costs associated with beekeeping, and thus increase profit. One of the more vexing tasks for
beekeepers, regardless of the size of their operation, is finding and killing the old queen before
introducing a new queen. The production of a cheap, reliable trap that can be placed in a colony in the
afternoon and taken out with the old queen in it the next morning would be considered preferable to
spending long days in the sun manually taking colonies apart. Such a device should have three
characteristics: the queen must want to enter the trap; upon doing so, she should not be able to exit it;
and workers should be able to enter and exit at will. The starting point of this research was to identify
the pheromone that caused queens to engage in fighting and to use this pheromone to attract queens
into a mechanical trap.
Aims/objectives
This project aimed to identify the pheromone that attracts queens to each other, develop a trap that
uses the pheromone, and find an industry partner to develop the trap for commercial release.
Beekeepers are most likely to benefit from this research due to the potential for decreased labour costs.
The honey bee industry and AgriFutures Australia may also benefit by holding intellectual property
rights on a successful product. Revenue would also be generated for the commercial organisation that
produces the product and for organisations that sell them.
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Methods used
This study investigated the attraction of queens to a number of potential attractants, including live and
dead mated and virgin queens and pheromones collected from various parts of their bodies; hexane,
dichloromethane and methanol extracts of clean and unclean brood comb, as well as fractions of these
extracts; and Nasanov pheromone, queen pheromone and a moth pheromone. Attraction was measured
both in Petri dishes and in observation colonies by determining the amount of time queens spent in
contact with beads treated with our potential attractants, or with focal bees in contrast to a control. We
identified brood comb to be a strong candidate as an attractant and performed chemical analysis on
comb in order to identify the causative agent. In addition, we produced prototype traps, which we
assessed by considering the ability of queens to enter the trap and their inability to exit the trap.
Results/key findings
If anything, queens were repelled by the presence of queens or extracts from queens. However, queens
were attracted to hexane extracts of brood comb. We sought to chemically characterise the constituents
of this extract and identify the causative agent(s). The chemical profiles of hexane extracts of empty
comb, unclean comb and clean comb were very similar. No individual fraction of these extracts
elicited a consistent response from queens; it may be that multiple fractions in combination are
required for queen attraction. We successfully created a mechanical trap that queens can enter but not
exit. Based on these results, we have had discussions with potential industry partners to further
develop this project.
Further development and adoption of this research would benefit the beekeeping industry by reducing
labour costs and potentially generating income from patents.
Implications for relevant stakeholders
The implication for the beekeeping industry is the potential to generate a device for sale that will
reduce labour costs associated with introducing new queens to colonies. The implication for
communities is that reduced costs associated with beekeeping will attract and retain beekeepers and
thus keep bee colonies available for pollination of crops. The implication for policy makers is support
for innovation that improves outcomes for industry.
Recommendations
The recommendations made in this report are targeted at AgriFutures Australia, the beekeeping
industry and potential commercial partners.
If this project is to be developed further, more funding will need to be secured. BeeInventive Pty Ltd,
the maker of the Flow Hive, has expressed interest in being a commercial partner to continue the
development of a queen trap. Its Flow Hive has been hugely successful and it has a worldwide market.
The research team believes that BeeInventive Pty Ltd would make the ideal partner given those behind
the company have intimate knowledge of bees.
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Introduction
Honey bee colonies comprise a single queen, tens of thousands of female workers and a variable
number of males. The queen is the only reproductive female, while workers perform all the other tasks
in the colony. The fertility of queens declines with age (Hauser and Lensky, 1994), which affects the
size and productivity of the colony. In addition, queen replacement provides the opportunity for the
beekeeper to introduce desirable genetic traits into the colony, including docility, disease resistance
and higher honey production. Finally, requeening can reduce swarming. During a swarming event, the
current queen leaves the colony with about one-third of the workers, bequeathing the colony to her
daughter queen. This reduction in worker numbers impacts the productivity of the colony. For all these
reasons, most beekeepers replace queens every 1-2 years (Benecke 2003).
Queen replacement is a labour-intensive procedure. A large honey bee colony can contain more than
100,000 workers. Locating the queen among the masses of workers can take from a few minutes up to
an hour, depending on skill and luck. Labour costs in the beekeeping industry are $39 an hour
(https://www.salaryexpert.com/salary/job/beekeeper/australia) and beekeepers can spend hundreds of
hours each year finding queens. If beekeepers could simply place a trap in a colony and return several
hours later to collect the queen, this would significantly reduce labour costs.
Pheromone traps have found successful applications in the beekeeping industry in two circumstances.
First, male honeybees engaged in mating flights can be lured and trapped with the use of queen
mandibular pheromone (9-oxo-2-decenoic acid), a weather balloon and a net. The trapped drones can
be used to estimate the number of colonies in an area based on their genetic diversity (Hinson et al,
2015). Second, reproductive swarms can be attracted and caught in trap hives baited with Nasanov
pheromone, which is highly attractive to honey bee swarm scouts. Baiting trap hives with Nasanov
pheromone greatly increases the number of swarms that are trapped. Swarm trapping can be useful in
survey work, or to obtain new colonies (Schmidt, 1994).
When a colony or an arena contains more than one virgin queen, they fight to the death (Butz and
Dietz, 1994; Pflugfelder and Koeniger, 2003). A pheromone secreted onto the virgin queen’s
abdominal tergites elicits these fights (Pflugfelder and Koeniger, 2003). This project therefore
proposed to determine if the pheromone or pheromones produced by virgin queens could be used to
lure laying queens into a mechanical trap.

Objectives
The objectives of this project were:
-

Identify the pheromone that attracts queens to each other.
Develop a trap that utilises the pheromone.
Find an industry partner to develop the trap for commercial release.
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Methodology
Design and construction of passive and lured mechanical queen
traps
We designed and constructed queen traps from welded Perspex that could be pushed into the comb
surface. An exemplar design is given in Figure 1. Some traps had a 10 cm ‘chute’, open on two sides,
which we hoped would corral queens into the trap. This can be considered a passive trap if it catches
queens without a lure. Other traps were designed without a chute, instead depending on an attractant to
catch the queen. However, use of both a chute and a lure may be more effective at catching queens.

Figure 1. a) An exemplar trap in a colony with the chute, entrance and gate positions indicated;
(b) A close-up of the gate mechanism, showing the position of screws 1 (S1) and 2 (S2), the
plastic tongue, and the metal barrier. Photos: Nadine Chapman.

We placed traps (without pheromone) into observation hives and observed the behaviour of queens in
their vicinity. We tested if queens could enter the trap by placing her in the chute and blocking it so
that she could only move forward into the trap. If the queen could get in, we then left her for several
hours to see if she could escape. We refined the design of the gate (Figure 1) by placing queens in
traps in observation colonies to determine how she escaped from the trap. The gate is made of a clear
plastic tongue, with a light metal barrier and two screws to prevent workers holding the gate open with
their bodies. There were worker escapes in the side of the trap for workers to move in and out of. We
placed passive traps on the centre comb in full-sized and nucleus colonies for between five and 18
hours to see if we caught any queens.

Attraction of queens to queen extracts
We tested the attraction of mated queens in no-choice assays to a single restrained live or dead virgin
queen, a mated queen or a drone in modified Petri dishes (Figure 2). Test queens were observed for
five minutes, during which time we counted the number of times the mated queen stung or otherwise
contacted the restrained bee and the total time that the two bees were in contact. We then compared the
time different queens spent with each lure using ANOVA. We washed and dried the Petri dish prior to
reuse.
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Figure 2. Diagram of a Petri dish arena. (a) Test bees were tethered to the Petri dish with
entomological pins threaded through the small holes; (b) The queen was introduced through
the hole in the lid of the petri dish.

We repeated this experiment providing queens with a choice between either a virgin queen and a
drone, or a mature queen and a drone, and determined if the queen expressed preference for one lure
over the other using a paired-samples t-test.
Next, we tested the attraction of mated queens towards various hexane extracts of virgin queens placed
on cigarette filters. We examined the behaviour of queens towards hexane extracts of the head,
thorax/abdomen or whole queen and counted the number of times the mated queens contacted and total
time in contact with the treatment filter versus a hexane control. This experiment was performed in
petri dishes with five-minute observation periods. Cigarette filters that had been soaked in hexane
extracts were placed in Petri dishes. A queen was removed from a colony and introduced into the Petri
dish. The reaction of the queen to the hexane extract was observed for five minutes. We also placed
cigarette filters soaked in queen extracts in three-frame observation hives (Figure 3) and observed the
reaction of the queen towards the filter over 12 hours.

Figure 3. A three-frame observation hive. A tube through the wall (on left) allows the workers to
forage. Photo: Michael Duncan.
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We determined whether laying queens were attracted to a caged mated queen in three-frame
observation hives over a period of 12 hours. We also determined whether laying queens in colonies
could be enticed into a trap using a live mated queen as an attractant.

Attraction of queens to Nasanov pheromone
Although Nasanov pheromone (a mixture of citrol and girraniol) is highly attractive to workers, we
wondered whether this highly volatile pheromone might attract queens. We placed a microcentrifuge
tube in one arm of a Y-shaped tube (Figure 4) and introduced laying queens into the bottom of the
tube, providing the queens with the choice of entering the arm containing the lure or the alternative
arm.

Figure 4. Photo of a Y-maze for testing reaction of bees to odour cues. Preference is
determined by which arm of the maze they choose. Photo:
http://jeb.biologists.org/content/212/5/620

Attraction of queens to queen pheromone and a moth pheromone
We tested the response of queens to beads treated with queen pheromone (9ODA). We also tested
queen attraction to a contact pheromone isolated from a moth but produced by a fungus, which has a
similar chemical structure to queen pheromone and is highly attractive to many insects. We considered
the source of this pheromone, a fungus, to be highly desirable since it could be produced in large
quantities at low cost and also because, as a bioagent being used out of context, it is patentable.
We coated glass beads (0.75 cm diameter) with one of these pheromones and placed a bead and a
control bead in a Petri dish (Figure 5). We then introduced a laying queen, freshly removed from a
colony, into the petri dish and examined her behaviour under red light, which is invisible to bees. We
recorded the time the test queens spent in contact with the beads over a period of five minutes. We
determined whether the queens spent significantly more time on treatment beads than on control beads
with paired samples t-tests.
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Attraction of queens to brood comb extracts
We cut brood comb (containing eggs) and unused comb and submerged them in hexane for 24 hours,
whereupon the liquid was transferred to another container and allowed to evaporate to dryness. The
residue was then resuspended in hexane.
We coated glass beads (0.75 cm diameter) with either brood comb extract, unused comb extract or
hexane (control) and tested as above. We determined whether the queens spent significantly more time
on treatment beads than on control beads with paired samples t-tests.

camera

Figure 5. A queen on a glass bead lure in a Petri dish. Photo (a) was taken using a video
camera and computer in a darkened room under red light. Photo (b) was taken with the flash
on. Photos: Nadine Chapman.

What is it in brood combs that attracts queens?
Based on the extremely promising results of the above experiment, we sought to determine what
compounds are present in brood combs that makes the combs attractive to laying queens.
Honey bees recycle brood combs. Shortly after baby bees emerge from the brood comb, young
workers enter the cells and prepare them for egg laying by the queen. The cleaner workers remove any
debris from the former occupant of the cell and polish the inside with their mandibles and tongue. We
wondered whether, during the cleaning process, the cleaner workers place a pheromone on the inner
surface to attract the queen and tell her that the cells are ready for laying.
To test this idea, we obtained ‘unclean’ comb by placing a frame of brood in an incubator overnight
and then sampling the area of comb from which brood had emerged (emerging workers do not clean
cells – this job is performed by workers that are about three days old). Cleaned comb was obtained by
returning the comb to the brood nest of the colony and collecting it several hours later, when it was
assumed that cleaning workers had cleaned it. Newly made comb was collected as our unused comb
sample.
We subjected unused, unclean and clean comb to sequential solvent extraction with hexane,
dichloromethane (DCM) and methanol (MeOH). These solvents solubilise different organic molecules
based on their chemical structure and molecular weight. The extracts were then subjected to 1H NMR
spectroscopy to gain insight into the type of compounds present in each extract. The goal here was to
search for chemicals that were present in the ‘cleaned’ comb extracts that were not present in the
uncleaned or newly-made comb extracts. These compounds would be candidate ‘this cell is ready to
lay in’ pheromones. We also subjected the hexane extracts to gas chromatography-mass spectrometry
(GCMS).
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Beads treated with 50 mg of the hexane, DCM or MeOH extracts were then tested for their
attractiveness to queens against a control in Petri dishes under red light (Figure 5) over a period of five
minutes. Petri dishes and beads were used once only.
Hexane-soluble extracts of cleaned comb were subjected to column chromatography fractionation, and
these fractions were tested for their attractiveness to queens versus a control in Petri dishes over a fiveminute period.
We determined whether test queens preferred treatment beads to control beads. Preference was
measured as the length of time queens spent on beads using paired samples t-tests. In addition, we
performed four trials where queens were offered a control bead, a bead with unclean comb extract and
a bead with clean comb extract, using comb collected from a different colony for each trial. We tested
for queen preference for beads using a general linear mixed model.

Observations of queen behaviour to pheromone lures in one-frame
observation colonies
We also tested for queen attraction to 9ODA, the moth pheromone and cleaned comb in a one-frame
observation box under artificial light (Figure 6). The surrounding walls were covered with black
plastic bin liners to reduce reflection, which reduced visibility. We took whichever comb the queen
was located on when she was found and placed it in the observation box. The beads were hung on this
side using fishing line and this side was placed in front of a video camera. Queens acted normally,
walking around and laying eggs, and often spent a large portion of time on the opposite side of the
camera. We did not perform formal statistics.

Figure 6. (a) One-frame observation colony for observing the movement of queens around
glass bead lures or while confined to a queen trap; (b) Position of the video camera used to
record queen behaviour. Photos: Nadine Chapman.
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Results
Design and construction of a mechanical queen trap
Whether the trap contains an attractant or is a passive trap without an attractant, the trap must
physically allow the queen to enter, but prevent her from escaping. At the same time, workers must be
able to easily enter and exit the trap. The plastic tongue rests under screw 1 (Figure 1). The tongue
must have about 3 mm of clearance from the bottom of the entrance or it is too difficult for the queen
to lift up. The metal barrier and screw 2 (Figure 1) act to prevent the workers from disarming the trap.
Through video surveillance, we noted that the queen could escape if the workers held the trap gate
open with their bodies. The Perspex component of the trap was produced to order from a commercial
Perspex supplier at $44 per unit. The gate components were hand-made.
We successfully created a trap that queens can get into but cannot exit. Our prototype could be used as
a model for manufacture of an injection-moulded trap or, more likely, as a model for further
development by a commercial partner, as we did not catch any queens in these traps when placed in
either nucleus or one or two-box colonies.
While we did not use an attractant in the traps, the traps were placed on the centre frame of the colony,
where the queen was likely to make contact with the trap.

Attraction of queens to queen extracts
During no-choice trials, there was no significant difference in the number of times queens contacted,
or the length of time they spent in contact, with live virgin queens, dead virgin queens or drones
(ANOVA; P > 0.13). Two out of seven live virgin queens were stung.
When offered a choice between either a virgin queen and a drone, or a mated queen and a drone, our
focal queens did not differ in the length of time they spent in contact with queens or drones, nor in the
number of times that they contact them (P > 0.07).
Filters treated with pheromone extracts from whole virgin queens were avoided by mated queens in
three-frame observation colonies (P = 0.01), however there was no significant difference in the
number of contacts made to filters treated with pheromone extracts from the head, thorax/abdomen or
a control (P = 0.40; Figure 7).
In observation hive studies, no queens were caught in the prototype traps that were baited with a mated
queen. Only one free-running queen contacted a cage containing another mated queen. Rather, the
free-running queens spent significantly less time near the caged queen than at random points in the
colony (P < 0.001).

Attraction of queens to Nasanov pheromone
Queens showed no preference for the tube containing Nasanov pheromone, and we did not pursue this
line of enquiry further.

Attraction of queens to queen pheromone and a moth pheromone
Queens were not attracted to queen pheromone (9ODA) or the moth pheromone in Petri dish assays
(Table 1). Queens did not display a consistent preference for queen pheromone, the moth pheromone
or cleaned comb in one-frame observation boxes.
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Figure 7. Average number of times test queens encountered pheromone-treated cigarette filters
over 12 hours. The filters were impregnated with virgin queen pheromonal extracts from the
head, thorax and abdomen, entire body or a hexane control.

Attraction of queens to brood comb extracts
The results of this experiment were extremely promising. Most queens contacted the bead with
extracts of brood comb for prolonged periods, and some laid eggs on the target bead.
Queens spent more time on beads treated with brood comb extracts compared to a hexane control
(paired t-test; t9 = 3.815, P = 0.004) but not when they were given a choice between brood comb
extract and empty comb extract (t5 = 1.906, P = 0.115; Figure 8).

Figure 8. Average time that queens spent in contact with (a) a brood comb extract-treated bead
versus a hexane-treated control bead, or (b) a brood comb extract-treated bead versus an
empty comb extract-treated bead.

What is it in brood combs that attracts queens?
Unused comb, unclean brood comb and clean brood comb subjected to 1H NMR spectroscopy showed
similar chemical profiles when extracted in hexane, but some differences when extracted in
dichloromethane and methanol (Figure 9). GCMS of the three comb types showed almost identical
spectra, with most compounds being non-volatile long hydrocarbon chains.
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Figure 9. Hexane-soluble profiles of honeycomb subjected to 1H NMR spectroscopy of cleaned
comb (green, top), unclean comb (red, middle) and unused/empty comb (blue, bottom) of (a)
hexane-soluble components, (b) dichloromethane-soluble (DCM) components and (c)
methanol-soluble (MeOH) components.
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Queens were not attracted to DCM or MeOH extracts of empty, clean or unclean comb. Queens were
attracted to cleaned comb in one trial, and this treatment was marginally non-significant (P < 0.1) in a
further two of six trials (Table 1).
The hexane extracts of cleaned comb were separate into a number of fractions (Figure 10). Initial tests
indicated that some of these fractions may be attractive to queens, however there was not a significant
difference in the amount of time spent on treated beads (Table 1). It is possible that multiple fractions
in combination are required for a response. In general, the vast majority of contacts were of less than
three seconds’ duration. Sometimes the queen would sit on a bead and rub her abdomen while waving
it in the air. However, this action could also occur while not touching a bead.

Figure 10. Comparison of 1H NMR fractions obtained from hexane extracts of clean brood
comb.
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Table 1. Paired sample t-tests for queen preference to treatment and control beads, average
time spent on control beads (control time (s)) ± the standard error (se) and the average time
spent of treatment beads (treatment time (s)) ± the standard error (se). Separated hexane
fractions are denoted with e.g. F4.
Treatment

df

t

p

Control time (s)

se

Treatment time (s)

se

50 mg empty DCM

4

0.292

0.785

25.80

13.42

20.40

8.44

50 mg unclean DCM

4

0.777

0.48

36.00

28.45

14.60

5.74

50 mg clean DCM

4

-1.281

0.27

10.80

8.73

32.40

17.31

10 mg clean DCM

4

1.003

0.373

7.60

3.30

13.40

3.37

50 mg empty MeOh

4

-0.701

0.522

41.80

39.08

93.60

45.92

50 mg unclean MeOH

4

1.342

0.251

39.20

25.16

5.60

2.34

50 mg clean MeOH

4

-1.326

0.255

4.40

2.77

16.40

11.29

10 mg clean methanol

4

1.03

0.361

50.20

33.80

11.80

4.71

50 mg empty hexane

4

1.048

0.354

82.40

56.22

18.80

8.38

50 mg unclean hexane

4

-2.196

0.093

19.60

7.15

68.20

18.77

50 mg clean hexane

4

-5.918

0.004

10.80

5.31

36.80

9.51

10 mg clean hexane

4

-1.306

0.262

7.20

3.84

62.20

43.96

Clean 1 ml hexane

4

-0.542

0.616

18.00

6.60

28.20

15.68

Unclean 1 ml hexane

4

-1.521

0.203

15.80

8.37

46.40

21.79

50 mg clean (overnight hexane extraction)

4

-2.4

0.074

8.60

2.14

61.80

23.42

50 mg clean (6 day hexane extraction)

4

-1.588

0.187

18.80

9.92

65.60

22.76

50 mg clean vacuum dried hexane extraction

4

-1.103

0.332

21.80

14.69

80.60

45.62

50 mg clean airdried hexane extraction

4

-2.577

0.062

12.80

2.85

72.20

22.48

F4 clean hexane fraction

3

0.656

0.559

17.25

7.33

13.25

7.65

F16 clean hexane fraction

4

0.581

0.593

116.40

59.91

80.80

40.19

F12 clean hexane fraction

3

1.778

0.173

78.75

40.51

6.50

1.89

0.5 mg F19 hexane fraction

4

0.034

0.975

21.40

8.17

21.00

5.12

F20 clean hexane fraction

4

-1.894

0.131

5.80

5.31

33.60

12.88

0.5 mg F20 hexane fraction

4

1.294

0.265

15.20

8.26

3.80

2.11

0.5 mg F21 hexane fraction

4

-1.284

0.268

7.20

3.60

11.20

3.48

F25 clean hexane fraction

4

-0.931

0.405

13.20

8.38

37.00

21.94

F29 clean hexane fraction

4

-1.517

0.204

10.80

5.64

56.00

29.41

Clean vs empty comb hexane extraction

4

2.223

0.09

86.00

24.79

18.80

7.36

9ODA

8

-1.97

0.084

9.78

2.18

25.22

6.57

0.2 mg moth pheromone

4

-0.952

0.395

3.60

2.02

34.80

31.83

Moth pheromone

4

-1.957

0.122

7.60

3.17

157.60

77.88
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When given a choice between a hexane control bead, a bead treated with clean comb extract and a
bead treated with unclean comb extract, queens did not display any preference (P > 0.23) in five
separate trials conducted with comb collected from five colonies (Figure 11). There are several
hypotheses to explain this observation: 1) The samples of clean comb were taken before the comb had
been adequately cleaned, 2) The attractive element present in brood combs is not applied by cellcleaning bees during the cell-cleaning process, or 3) the attractive element makes up a very small
component of the chemicals in the comb and this signal cannot be isolated sufficiently using current
techniques. The inability to identify differences in the 1H NMR spectroscopy profiles of clean, unclean
and empty comb (Figure 9) supports these hypotheses.

Figure 11. Time (± standard error) that queens spent in contact with control beads (hexane;
grey), beads treated with unclean comb extracts (yellow) and clean comb extracts (blue) in five
replicates, each conducted with comb taken from a different colony. Observation periods were
five minutes.

Future industry development
We have been approached by a potential commercial partner, BeeInventive (the inventor and producer
of the Flow Hive), which has expressed interested in contributing to the development of a queen trap.
They feel that the idea of the mechanical trap cannot be patented due to the freely available
information on this project, however an attractant would be patentable. They have expressed the desire
to not patent any attractant that we use in the trap, as having this information in the public sphere
would enable copies of the trap to be produced easily. While a patent is a legally enforceable right to
commercially exploit the invention for the life of the patent, it takes time and money to contest
intellectual property. The flooding of the market with cheaply produced foreign replicates could see a
commercial partner unable to make a return on investment. AgriFutures Australia and the beekeeping
industry would likely be in favour of a cheaply produced trap that save hours of time for beekeepers,
regardless of intellectual property considerations, however the need for a commercial partner for
further development of the project means that these issues will require negotiation. AgriFutures
Australia has also been approached by New Zealand company Ecrotek to develop the trap, following
discussions with Ben Oldroyd.
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Implications
Although we were unable to develop a queen trap that would attract and hold a laying queen, we made
significant progress towards this goal. We showed that hexane extracts of brood comb are highly
attractive to queens and we developed traps that can hold a queen past a one-way gate. We can
confidently say that pheromones secreted by queens are not attractive to laying queens; if anything,
they act as a repellent.
Advice received from the University of Sydney’s lawyers, our collaborator Rob Capon and our
potential commercial partner Flow Hive suggests that the idea of a mechanical trap will be difficult to
patent because the idea is in the public domain as a result of our talks at conferences and public
AgriFutures Australia reports, as we were required to do in the terms of our contract.
The attractant is likely to be the most patentable product. However, if it is a naturally occurring
compound used in its natural setting (for example a brood comb pheromone), there is no inventive step
and anyone can extract honeycomb in hexane. The specific compounds that illicit a response would
need to be identified and isolated. Thus far we have been unable to identify the attractant in cleaned
comb. In addition, we do not get a consistent response to cleaned comb. This may be because the time
taken to clean a frame of emerged brood may vary with the area of comb devoted to brood between
combs, and also because there may be genetic variation between colonies in their propensity to clean.
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Recommendations
Achievements
This project has shown that extracts of brood comb are highly attractive to laying honey bee queens in
vitro. However, no chemical difference could be found between extracts of cleaned cells and
uncleaned cells. This may be due to a variety of reasons, including that we did not allow enough time
for the cells to be cleaned or that the attractant is not a pheromone placed on the inside of brood cells
as workers clean them.
We also developed prototype traps and were successful in creating a trap in which the queen can get
into but not escape from. As we did not trap any queens that voluntarily entered the trap, it is clear that
an attractant will be needed to induce her to enter the trap.

Future direction
If this project is to be developed further, more funding will need to be secured. BeeInventive Pty Ltd,
the maker of the Flow Hive, has expressed interest in being a commercial partner to continue the
development of a queen trap. Its Flow Hive has been hugely successful and it has a worldwide market.
The research team believes that BeeInventive Pty Ltd would make the ideal partner given those behind
the company have intimate knowledge of bees.
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